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Purpose: X-linked retinitis pigmentosa (XLRP) is caused by
mutations in the retinitis pigmentosa GTPase regulator gene, RPGR,
which leads to progressive night blindness, loss of peripheral vision,
and eventually central vision loss. This is a follow-up report of
macular structure analysis from an ongoing, phase 1/2, open label,
dose escalation clinical trial using a recombinant adeno-associated
viral (rAAV) vector to deliver a functioning gene copy of RPGR via
subretinal injection.

Methods: Male participants (n=29), age ≥6, were assigned to five
dose groups and received subretinal injection of AGTC-501
(rAAV2tYF-GRK1-RPGR) into the central or peripheral region of
the study eye. Primary outcome was safety. Among the 21 centrally
dosed patients analyzed in this study, the secondary outcome was
macular structure (OCT) and function (MAIA microperimetry and
best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) as assessed by ETDRS). Up to
18 months post-treatment data were analyzed.

Results: Subretinal administration of AGTC-501 was well-tolerated
across a wide dose range. The majority of adverse events were mild-
moderate in severity, consistent with the subretinal injection and
vitrectomy procedures, and/or concomitant prophylactic steroid
regimen used to mitigate inflammation. Of the 21 patients who
received a subretinal injection within the macula of the study eye, 13
had visible foveal ellipsoid zone (EZ) on OCT at baseline. Post-
injection, the macular EZ recovered by 3-6 months in 9 eyes (69%).
Of these eyes, six (67%) subsequently showed improvement of EZ
line area and reflectivity compared to baseline by month 12, which
was sustained to month 18. Treated eyes with EZ improvement had
improved macular function on MAIA (p =0.003) and stable foveolar
thickness on OCT (p =0.0003) compared to eyes without EZ
improvement.

Conclusions: Consistent safety and efficacy signals in the study
eyes that underwent subretinal administration of AGTC-501 were
observed up through month 18. Of the study eyes with visible EZ at
baseline, most showed recovery of foveal EZ after macular
injection, and nearly half had improved EZ appearance which
correlated with improvement in macular sensitivity. Follow-up is
ongoing through 5 years to assess long-term safety and durability of
response.

RESULTS

Most eyes (69%; 9/13) with macular EZ at baseline recover from
surgery, and most of these eyes (67%; 6/9) had signs of EZ
improvement. Significant association between EZ and MAIA
improvement suggest that macular EZ may be a useful objective
biomarker of the biological signal in gene therapy. More stable
CFT MIN thickness after surgery may be predictive of EZ recovery
and improvement. The phase 1/2 extension is complete.
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CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1. A total of 29 patients were enrolled and assigned to five dose groups as 
shown here. Among them, 21 were treated centrally including the macula, and 8 
were treated peripherally outside the macula. Macular structure and function of 
the 21 centrally dosed subjects were analyzed.

DISCUSSION
RPGR function interacts with many cilia proteins and play a key
role in protein trafficking and maintenance of the outer segment.
Opsin mis-localization and down regulation of mitochondrial gene
expression have been observed in RPGR animal models. Gene
therapy may lead to improved opsin trafficking and localization to
the outer segments, which would normalize mitochondrial
metabolism. We speculate that this may lead to changes in
mitochondrial morphology that would increase the reflectance
properties of the ellipsoid portion of the inner segments, and thus
EZ area and thickness.
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Figure 2. Optical coherence tomography imaging produces cross-sectional images 
that correlate well with histology. The ellipsoid zone (EZ) layer loss and central 
foveal thickness (CFT MIN) are biomarkers of macular photoreceptor structure. 
CFT MIN thinning and EZ attenuation are signs of photoreceptor degeneration. 

Figure 3. Of the 21 eyes treated centrally, 8 had no visible macular EZ at baseline 
or after treatment. Of the13 eyes with visible macular EZ by baseline, 9 had EZ 
recovery by 3-6 months, and 6 had signs of EZ improvement by 12 mos, which was 
sustained to 18 mos. However, 4 eyes still had incomplete EZ recovery by 12 mos.  

Figure 5. Table of the patients with MAIA microperimetry improvement according to the 
7 dB/5 loci rule and/or EZ improvement. There was statistically significant association 
between MAIA microperimetry improvement and EZ improvement.

Figure 6. Left) There was no significant difference between the change in CFT MIN at 
18 mos between treated and fellow eyes. Right) Treated eyes with EZ improvement had 
more stable CFT MIN at 18 mos than treated eyes with no EZ improvement. In treated 
eyes with no EZ improvement had significant thinning of CFT MIN than fellow eyes.

Figure 7. Left) Treated eyes with EZ improvement had MAIA microperimetry 
improvement compared to the fellow eye and treated eyes with no EZ improvement. 
Right) Treated eyes with EZ improvement had BCVA improvement compared to fellow 
eyes. Treated eyes with no EZ improvement also had some BCVA improvement. 

Figure 4. Left) 18 year old subject treated at the high dose showed EZ thickening and 
expansion of EZ area, correlating with an expansion of macular autofluorescence (not 
shown). Middle) 45 year old subject treated at the higher dose showed EZ thickening. 
Right) 26 year old subject treated at highest dose showed expansion of visible EZ.
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